GSX 2019 Day One Review: Lots of ‘newish’ products to see on
the show's busy first day
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GSX 2019 got off to a jaunty start Tuesday. The show was humming with activity much of
the day, and most exhibitors said they were pleased with the numbers and types of
potential customers visiting their booths.
There seemed to be less emphasis on product introductions than at the ISC West show in the
spring (although there is much that is on the new side), while the trend toward system sales is
continuing. Here's a review of Day 1 from the show floor.

Dahua continues to educate market

“Traffic-wise, the show is better than last year,” observed Tim Shen, Director of Marketing at
Dahua Technology USA, at midday on Tuesday. “We met more people from Latin America,” he
added. Shen theorised that Chicago is at the center of a larger territory of customers than last
year’s location (Las Vegas).

Dahua’s presence at the show makes a statement: We’re still here"

Dahua has faced some negative publicity in the last year since they were banned from
procurement by U.S. government customers by the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA).
Dahua’s presence at the show makes a statement, says Shen. The statement is “We’re still
here.” Shen said only one visitor to the Dahua booth even mentioned the NDAA on the first day
of the show, and the visitor was misinformed about the provisions and implications of the law.
“There is a lot of misinformation,” he says. “We need to continue to educate the market.”

Facial recognition, video metadata, and people counting
New at the show is the Dahua Analytics+ line of cameras that feature more in-depth analysis of
data such as facial attributes, video metadata, and people counting. For example, the cameras
can identify 128 points in a face, with an additional 256 attributes analysed by the back-end
recorder. Analysis can provide information such as age and gender, which can help a retailer
analyse the demographics of their customers, for instance.
Dahua is also adopting some of its consumer line of products for sale through the commercial
channel. These include a flood light camera, a 2-megapixel WiFi camera and a doorbell camera.
The products might be used outside of a retail store, for example, to complement Dahua
commercial cameras that are used inside the store, says Shen.
Dahua previewed a new multi-sensor camera that also includes a speed dome. The multi-sensor
component combines eight views, each 2 megapixels, for a total of 16 megapixels. Below the
multi-sensor camera is mounted a speed dome that can zoom in on regions of interest in the

larger multisensor view. The camera will be launched in the fourth quarter.

ACRE report continued North American growth
“The industry’s momentum will continue to grow,” predicted Joe Grillo, Principal of ACRE. New
areas such as cloud and mobile credentialing have the fastest growth rate, but are starting from
a much smaller base, he said, so momentum in those categories will take time.

ACRE sees continued rapid growth with no slowdown in the North
American market

Grillo noticed the first morning of GSX was busy, although there was a bit of a lull at midday. In
terms of the business outlook, Grillo sees continued rapid growth with no slowdown in the North
American market, although there have been some negative elements creeping into the outlook in
Europe.

Cybersecurity concerns in access control
I caught up with Grillo at the booth promoting RS2, a Munster, Ind., access control company that
Acre acquired last May. It is the only Acre company that is exhibiting at GSX. RS2 is one of two
access control companies acquired by Acre in the last year — the other was Open Options,
Addison, Texas. Grillo said the two acquired companies are complementary, especially in terms
of their sales channels and geographic strengths. Although both are national companies, RS2
tends to be stronger in the Midwest, while Open Options sales emphasis is centered in Texas
and emanates to the rest of the country.
Concerns about vulnerabilities are a growing issue in access control, said Grillo, and more large
endusers are conducting penetration testing of systems. The industry should welcome the
scrutiny, he added. Cybersecurity also represents an business opportunity in access control,
noted Grillo. Concerns about the vulnerabilities of legacy technologies such as 125Khz proximity
cards and the Wiegand protocol will likely accelerate the pace of companies upgrading their

access control systems

There seemed to be less emphasis on product introductions than at the ISC West show in the
spring (although there is much that is on the new side)

Eagle Eye Networks and cloud-based VMS
Ken Francis of Eagle Eye Networks had already realised some new client opportunities during
the first day of the show, although he was not optimistic at the outset. In contacting potential
clients to meet at the show, he had heard that many were not attending.
Among Eagle Eye Networks’ news at the show is full integration of body-cams into their cloudbased video management system. “It’s the most unique thing happening from a video
management perspective,” Francis said. Previously, if someone needed a video clip from a body

cam, they had to use a separate software system.

Five years from now, at least 80 percent of all VMS systems will be cloudmanaged"

Francis continues to be bullish on the subject of cloud adoption of video management and made
a bold prediction: “Five years from now, at least 80 percent of all VMS systems will be cloudmanaged.” Eagle Eye Networks is doing its part with “rocket growth” that is reflected in an
increase of company employees from 27 to 165 or so. Economies of scale have enabled Eagle
Eye Networks to lower subscription prices by up to 45 percent.

Genetec's release self-service PIAM system
Many of the “new” products at GSX 2019 are slight variations on what was introduced at ISC
West last spring. An exception is Genetec’s introduction of ClearID, a self-service physical
identity and access management (PIAM) system that enforces security policies while improving
the flow of people within the organisation. The new system is integrated with the Genetec's
Security Center Synergis access control system.
PIAM systems have historically been customisable, complex to install and costly, which is why a
lot of companies have not used a system. Genetec’s differentiator is that it is an off-the-shelf, outof-the-box solution for a broader base of customers. “We scanned the market and found a lack of
off-the-shelf identity management systems,” said Derek Arcuri, Product Marketing Manager,
Genetec. “Targeting the mid-market, we are providing an accessible, ready-to-go cloud-based
system that is ‘baked’ for the average company but can be integrated and expanded to include
other systems.”

The trend toward system sales at the show is continuing

ClearID will simplify operation for the security department, which was previously tasked with a lot
of administrative work in response to various departments. ClearID “pushes down” the authority
to use the system to stakeholders (such as IT and/or facilities directors) and provides a system
they can use themselves without involving security. “It empowers stakeholders and employees to
work directly through the system rather than going through security,” says Arcuri. “It gives
employees access based on stakeholder policies and improves the flow of people through an
organisation. The security director is relieved of administrative work and can work on ‘real’
security.”
I saw some other things today, too, which I will share in a future GSX article... And more about
the show tomorrow.
View this article on SourceSecurity.com.
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